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Es ist dies – A Special Use of German
Prefield-es1
Abstract We present a corpus study on a hitherto unstudied use of the German prefield-es in combination with a demonstrative subject dies and a copula
verb ist, which we call Es ist dies-sentences. In such constructions, the prefield-es
appears redundant as they contain a suitable and mostly preferred candidate
to fill the prefield, the demonstrative pronoun dies. According to our corpus
data, this construction is predominantly used in southern varieties of German
(Swiss, Austrian and Bavarian German). In order to better understand the distribution of these constructions, we compared Es ist dies-sentences to a sample
of unmarked Dies ist-sentences that mirrored the distribution of the prefield-es
cases. We found two significant differences between the two samples with
regard to a) the distance to the antecedent of dies and b) the content of the sentence. Based on our findings, we propose a modification of Speyer’s (2008, 2009)
stochastic Optimality Theoretic (OT) model of prefield ranking.
Keywords Prefield-es, information structure, stochastic OT, southern varieties of German

1 Introduction
The use of prefield-es in sentences like (1) seems redundant and therefore
marked, as the sentence ostensibly offers a better candidate to fill the prefield
position: the demonstrative pronoun dies (‘this’). Thus, the version presented in
(2) appears more natural.
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(1) Es ist dies der schwerste Fall von Marktmanipulation, den wir
It is this the most severe case of market manipulation that we
je gesehen haben.2
ever seen
have
‘This is the worst case of market manipulation that we have ever seen.’
(2) Dies ist der schwerste Fall von Marktmanipulation, den wir
this		 is the most severe case of market manipulation that we
je gesehen haben.
ever seen
have
‘This is the most severe case of market manipulation that we have ever
seen.’
This construction is not an idiom, since it allows a significant range of variation. There is also a variant featuring das, ‘that’, instead of dies. Moreover, the
construction may surface with different inflected forms, with and without a relative clause, and the NP can be preceded by further elements. In this paper, we
focus on the variant presented in (1). After explaining in more detail why this
construction violates expectations about the use of prefield-es, we present our
corpus study, which is an investigation into the conditions of its use. Based on
the results we present our tentative analysis, a modification of Speyer’s (2008,
2009) prefield ranking.

2 Background
In a standard German declarative matrix clause, the finite verb occurs in the
second position. This means that the prefield, the position in front of the finite
verb, needs to be filled by one constituent. In some cases, exemplified by sentence (3a.), this is brought about by the non-phoric use of the third person neuter
pronoun es, which does not contribute to the truth-conditions of the sentence.
Unlike the also non-phoric subject-es which functions as a formal subject for
verbs that do not assign thematic roles (e.g. es regnet, ‘it is raining’), this so-called
prefield-es is not an argument (see Pütz 1986, Tomaselli 1986, Cardinaletti 1990,
Zifonun 1995, Paranhos Zitterbart 2002, and Pittner & Bermann 2004 for the different uses of es). It only serves to fill the prefield in order to have a verb second
clause. The prefield is the only position this type of es can occur in, as shown by
the ungrammatical example (3b.).
2
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(3) a.

b.

Es kommen viele internationale Gäste.
it come
many international guests
‘Many international guests are coming.’
*Hoffentlich kommen es viele internationale Gäste.
hopefully come
it many international guests
‘Hopefully, many international guests are coming.’

The reason for using non-phoric es in the prefield instead of the subject has been
argued to lie in the information structure. It has been suggested that es may be
located in the prefield as a placeholder when the subject carries the informational load (Zifonun et al. 1997) and represents new information (Pittner & Bermann 2004) and therefore tends to be located towards the end of the sentence.
Speyer (2009) further investigates the conditions that allow the occurrence of es
in the prefield. He characterizes the use of prefield-es as a “last resort” to fill the
prefield in order to have a V2-sentence if there is no better candidate available. A
better candidate according to his stochastic OT based prefield ranking would be
the topic of the sentence which Speyer (2009: 339) defines in terms of Centering
Theory (Grosz et al. 1995; Walker et al. 1998) as a ‘macrostructurally relevant’
entity. This means a topic either needs to be discourse-old (i.e. it occurs in the
directly preceding sentence, Speyer 2009: 336), or relevant in the further course
of the text in order to be allowed in the prefield. In addition to lacking a more
appropriate prefield filler, sentences featuring prefield-es were observed to contain few constituents, often only the subject (Speyer 2009: 334).
Clearly, in the last respect our Es ist dies-sentences differ from the classic
cases of prefield-es, as they are copular sentences, which always contain at least
two arguments. Furthermore, the fact that the phoric dies3 refers back to an
antecedent in the text indicates that it does not represent new information and
seems to point to its macrostructural relevance. However, in a first explorative
examination of Es ist dies-sentences in context, we observed many cases in which
the antecedent is not located in the preceding sentence but found at a greater
distance. The text passage in (4) exemplifies this.
(4) (Last Sunday, his majesty, Jens-Peter I, the current champion marksman,
planted his royal tree in the castle garden in Warberg, accompanied by
the former majesties of the Warberg shooting association. In the context
of the re-development of the castle garden, the shooters had decided that
every reigning majesty should plant his or her own tree.)
3
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of demonstrative pronouns.
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Es ist dies nun der 17. Baum der seinen Platz im
Park findet.4
it is this now the 17th tree that its
place in the park finds
‘This is now the 17th tree that finds its place in the park.’
Here, dies refers back to the tree that is mentioned in the beginning of the short
passage, not to the one directly preceding the Es ist dies-sentence, as his or her
own tree is within the scope of a quantifier and therefore cannot be the antecedent of dies. Mentioning that the tree just planted is the 17th tree in (4) is an
instance of taking stock. Such sentences of the form It is this the nth… were found
quite often. We also found a number of occurrences of Es ist dies-sentences that
express evaluative comments, like example (1). Frequently, they included superlatives, also like (1). Our findings led us to formulate the tentative hypothesis
that an Es ist dies-sentence is used if an antecedent is not easily accessible, and
therefore the pronoun dies does not constitute an optimal candidate to be located
in the prefield. The construction possibly serves to mark this circumstance pragmatically. Its use can create an effect of distance to the preceding discourse or
indicate a break in the text, potentially used to take stock. These hypotheses
were the starting point of our empirical investigation, which is presented in the
next section.

3 Corpus Study
3.1 Method
To investigate the use of this construction, we annotated 300 Es ist dies-sentences
randomly taken from the DeReKo corpus of written German with regard to the
following categories: a) metadata, i.e. the source the sentence occurred in and the
region of the source, as well as b) properties of the antecedent of dies, such as the
distance to the antecedent measured in finite and in matrix verbs. For example,
in (4) above, the distance to the antecedent of dies measured in finite verbs is
two and one if measured in matrix verbs. Moreover, we annotated c) semantic
properties of the sentences in order to account for the impression that Es ist
dies-sentences often express evaluations or are used to take stock. There were
three categories regarding the semantic properties: It is this the nth-constructions
(5), superlatives (6) and evaluative comments (7).
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(5) Es ist dies das 23. Turnier
seit 1994.5
it is this the 23rd tournament since 1994
‘This is the 23rd tournament since 1994.’
(6) Es ist dies der früheste Reisebericht über Afrika und Indien.6
it is this the earliest travel report about Africa and India
‘This is the earliest travel report about Africa and India.’
(7) Es ist dies eine heikle
und bedauerliche Entscheidung.7
it is this a
precarious and regrettable decision
‘This is a precarious and regrettable decision.’
The Es ist dies-sentences were compared to Dies ist-sentences, which can be
regarded as the unmarked counterpart to the Es ist dies-construction and which
were taken in the same proportion from the same sources as the Es ist dies-sentences to achieve a maximally exact mirroring.

3.2 Results
In our sample, Es ist dies-sentences occurred almost exclusively in texts8 from
southern regions: 38% of the instances were found in texts from Switzerland,
32% were from Austria and 18% from Bavaria. The remaining 12% were singular
occurrences in texts from various regions. The results of the measurement of
the distance to the antecedent are presented in Table 1. In the majority of cases,
both constructions feature an antecedent located at a distance of zero finite or
matrix verbs. However, Es ist dies-sentences refer to antecedents located at larger
distances more frequently than Dies ist-sentences. The χ2-test yielded significant
differences between the two samples with regard to the feature ‘distance to the
antecedent’ (p < .01 both for the measurement in finite verbs and for the measurement in matrix verbs).
Concerning the semantic properties of the sentences, we found 86 instances of
It is this the nth-constructions in the Es ist dies-sentences opposed to 26 instances
among the Dies ist-counterparts. The χ2-test yielded a significant result for this
difference (p < .001), too. The other semantic properties that were annotated,
superlatives and evaluative comments, did not yield significant differences.
5
6
7
8

Nordkurier, 09.09.2008.
Tiroler Tageszeitung, 12.11.1997.
Süddeutsche Zeitung, 05.04.2008.
96% of these texts were newspaper articles.
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Table 1: Distance to the antecedent (absolute values)
Distance to the antecedent
Number of finite verbs
0
1
2 or more
Number of matrix verbs
0
1
2 or more

Sentence Type
Es ist dies
Dies ist
198
239
43
20
36
17
219
39
19

246
20
10

3.3 Discussion
Speyer’s ranking (2008, 2009; Table 2) predicts that prefield-es is only used if a
sentence contains none of the preferred prefield fillers which are scene-setting
elements, poset elements and topics.9 As dies refers to the discourse referent the
sentence is about, one could consider it to be the topic. In Speyer’s prefield ranking, the notion ‘topic’ is defined as discourse-old and occurring in the directly
preceding sentence. In the majority of cases, the dies of our Es ist dies-sentences
does actually refer to an antecedent in the immediately preceding sentence.
Hence, Speyer’s ranking incorrectly predicts dies, instead of es, to occur in the
prefield for those cases. His ranking only predicts Es ist dies to be the optimal
candidate in cases in which dies refers to an antecedent that is not located in the
preceding sentence.
However, Es ist dies-sentences are used rather rarely.10 Hence, the fact that the
Dies ist-version is generally more frequent and that Es ist dies is a marked construction should be represented in the ranking. We therefore suggest replacing

9

The first constraint 1-VF specifies that only one constituent can occur in the prefield.
Scene-setting-VF requires elements such as adverbials of time to be moved to the
prefield. ‘Poset’ stands for ‘partially ordered set’ and a poset relation is a type of
contrast. In (5) Fresh vegetables and pasta stand in a poset relation as they are both
members of the set ‘food Peter buys’.
(5) Frisches Gemüse
kauft Peter auf dem Markt.
fresh
vegetables buys Peter at the market
‘Fresh vegetables Peter buys at the supermarket.
Nudeln besorgt er immer im
Supermarkt.
pasta gets
he always at the supermarket
Pasta he always gets at the supermarket.’
10 To illustrate this: Our search request for Es ist dies-sentences yielded 4,870 hits from the
DeReKo as opposed to 91,726 hits for the corresponding request for Dies ist-sentences.
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Table 2: Speyer’s (2008, 2009) prefield ranking
Candidates

1-VF

SceneSetting-VF

Poset-VF

Topic-VF

☞ Dies istPreced.Sent
Es ist diesPreced.Sent

*

Dies istNotPreced.Sent.

*

☞ Es ist diesNotPreced.Sent

Table 3: Modified prefield ranking.
Candidates

1-VF

SceneSetting-VF

Poset-VF

Aboutness
Topic-VF

MarkShift-VF

☞ Dies istPreced.Sent
Es ist diesPreced.Sent

*
*

☞ Dies istNotPreced.Sent
Es ist diesNotPrecedSent

*
*

☞ Dies istCount
Es ist diesCount

*

Topic-VF with two different constraints, AboutnessTopic-VF and MarkShift-VF
(Table 3). This a first tentative approach to explain the observed phenomenon.
AboutnessTopic-VF specifies that the topic, understood as an ‘aboutness’
topic following Reinhart (1981), should be located in the prefield. Unlike Topic-VF, AboutnessTopic-VF does not require the topic to occur in the immediately preceding sentence which accounts for the higher frequency of Dies ist-sentences in general. The modified ranking specifies that, unless there is a reverse
ranking, Dies ist is always the preferred candidate.11 MarkShift-VF reflects the
11 In stochastic OT (Boersma & Hayes 2001) constraints are not discrete but ordered on a
continuous scale of strictness. A constraint is assumed to be associated not only with
one value, but with a range of values which is thought of as a probability distribution in the form of a Gaussian curve. Thus, some values have a higher probability of
being selected than others. Depending on how close to each other the constraints are
located on the scale, the extent to which they overlap varies. A ranking in which two
constraints overlap to a large degree accounts for cases where two forms are grammatical, but one is preferred over the other. In these cases, the probability that values
are selected which result in a reverse ranking is relatively high.
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discourse connecting function of the prefield (see e.g. Fillipova & Strube 2007).
In the default case, the prefield is expected to be filled by an element that adds
to the coherence of the text. The new constraint requires a marking of breaks or
unexpected moves in discourse. It has often been observed that shifts of topics
tend to be marked (see Givón 1983, Bestgen/Vonk 2000, and Breindl 2008, 2011).12
Similarly, we argue that Es ist dies can mark a cesura in discourse, e.g. when
dies refers to an antecedent that is not easily accessible. We assume that MarkShift-VF slightly overlaps with AboutnessTopic-VF, which has the effect that,
at times, AboutnessTopic-VF is outranked by MarkShift-VF. This accounts for
the difference between Es ist dies-sentences and Dies ist-sentences with regard
to the distance to the antecedent since referring back to an antecedent that is
located at a greater distance is an unexpected discourse move. The significant
difference in the content category It is this the nth is also in line with our approach
as it makes sense to indicate a break in discourse when taking stock (i.e., no violation of Markshift-VF).
However, for a large number of cases, we are not yet able to pinpoint the reason for using prefield-es. It might be related to the often mentioned observation
that anaphorically used demonstrative pronouns tend to refer to an antecedent
that is harder to access (e.g. Diessel 1999: 96, Gundel et al. 2003). Using prefieldes could be an optional way of further highlighting this. After all, we did not
find constructions such as Es ist er + NP oder Es ist sie + NP where grammatical
gender already limits the number of possible antecedents.
Furthermore, an interesting question is how our modified OT ranking relates
to the regional differences. We suggest that in more northern varieties of standard German the two constraints AboutnessTopic-VF and MarkShift-VF are
located far apart from each other on the scale of constraints and therefore overlap to a very small extent. This has the effect that AboutnessTopic-VF outranks
MarkShift-VF more regularly, which is why speakers of northern varieties of
German find Es ist dies-sentence odd but not ungrammatical.13 In contrast, in
more southern varieties the stochastic overlap of the two constraints is stronger,
which leads to a larger probability that MarkShift-VF outranks AboutnessTopic-VF. We can therefore understand regional variation as a purely stochastic
difference without any modification of our proposed ranking.

12 For example, in German, one way to mark a shift of topic is inserting an adverbial in
the so-called “Nacherstposition” in front of the finite verb (Breindl 2008, 2011).
13 This claim is based on the judgments from the authors of the paper as well as from
other consultants from northern Germany.
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4 Conclusion
The modified version of the prefield ranking incorporates a use of prefield-es
that the old model did not factor in. It reflects that Es ist dies-sentences are a
rarely occurring phenomenon, but it accounts for the fact that they do occur.
The significant differences that were found between Es ist dies-sentences and
their unmarked counterparts with regard to the distance to the antecedent of
dies and the frequency of the content type It is this the nth were explained by the
addition of the constraint MarkShift-VF. What is still needed is an explanation
of those occurrences of Es ist dies-sentences, for which neither a large distance to
the antecedent nor the content type It is this the nth was attested. We leave this
question for further research.
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